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A CCC Recruit Looks Back: Claire Patterson's
Black Hills Experience

EDITED BY GEORGE A. LARSON

The Great Depression that gripped the United States for a decade following
the stock market crash of 2^ October ig2^ was years in the making. Afier
the fighting of World War I ended and wartime price controls were removed, the United States economy ran at full steam. Beginning in the
ig2os, infiation and overproduction began cutting into farm income in
states like South Dakota, while the national economy thrust forward. Much
of the new prosperity was based on speculation, however, and the icf2g collapse of the stock market pushed the country into a long period of economic
depression that spread to other major economies of the world, as well. Suddenly, millions of Americans became unemployed as the effects of the depression rippled throughout the country. Voters responded to the crisis by
ousting Republican oßce-holders and electing Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt as president in November ig^2. Roosevelt quickly presented the American people with his "New Deal." a wide array of innovative programs designed to tackle the effects of the depression and revitalize the nation. It
would take another global conflict, however—World War U—for the country to emerge completely from the hard times that beset the nation in the
393 OS.'

Among the most popular and successful New Deal programs were those
that put the unemployed to work on any number of public improvement
projects around the country. The Emergency Conservation Work Act, which
I. For background on tbe Great Depression nationally, see Robert S. McEIvaine, The Great
Depression: Amenca, 1929-1941 (New York: Times Books. 1984), For information on the depression in South Dakota, see Herbert S. Schelt, History of South Dakota. 4th ed., rev. John E.
Miller (Pierrre: South Dakota State Historical Society, 2004), pp. 281-97.
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Congress passed and Roosevelt signed on 31 March 1933, led to the creation
of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and gave thousands of unemployed men temporary jobs in projects relating to forest and soil conservation. President Roosevelt called for 250,000 men from families who were on
relief to sign up for CCC work on state and federal lands by July 1933.
To help solve the logistical problem of moving the thousands of recruits,
many of whom lived in the East and were assigned to work areas in the
West, the United States Army was brought in to assist with mobilization.
using the railroad system and trucks to move enlistees to their work camps.
The United States Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior were responsible for determining and overseeing the work projects,
which ranged from tree thinning and planting to land terracing and dam
building. Through its local and state relief o^ces, the United States Department of Labor recruited and enrolled men for the CCC. This unprecedented administrative arrangement was headed by national director Robert
fechner, whom Roosevelt appointed on 5 April ig}^. By the end of lg}^,
2,650 CCC work camps were operating in the United States, holding
505,^82 recruits. Counting army personnel, work-detail supervisors, educators, and administrators, the total came to over 600,000.^
The CCC not only provided men with immediate jobs on worthwhile projects but also benefited the families and local economies of those who enrolled. Each CCC recruit received wages of thirty dollars per month, of
which twenty-five dollars had to he sent home. This arrangement returned
$72 million to local economies short on cash. In addition, each CCC work
camp itself pumped an average of five thousand dollars monthly into the
economy of the area through purchases of food and basic supplies. Local
men with experience in manual labor were also hired to instruct recruits,
many of whom cams from cities and had never worked outdoors.^
Enrollees in the CCC were required to be between the ages of eighteen and
twentyfive years, although the enlistment age later dropped to seventeen.
They were also to be unmarried and come from a family on relief. Veterans
of any age and marital status who were on relief were allowed, and the age
2. National Association of Civilian Conservation Corps Alumni, "RoosevelE's Tree Army:
A Brief History of the Civilian Conservation Corps," http://www.cccalumni.org/history:
.html, accessed 18 Oct. 2005.
3. Ibid.
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requirement did not apply to the local men who served as instructors. In addition to paid work and three square meals a day, the CCC provided many
recruits with valuable education. In the CCC camps, an estimated forty
thousand men were taught to read and write. This education was conducted during free time and included vocational training that gave the recruits a better chance of obtaining employment once their enlistment periods were completed. The CCC also ultimately enrolled eighty thousand
American Indians, twenty-five thousand older men, and two hundredßfry
thousand veterans in the project.^
At its peak in South Dakota, the CCC operated thirty-three camps, although the average at any given time was nineteen. By the time the program ended in ic^^i, a total 0/32,471 personnel had been employed. In addition to the day-to-day work done on resource conservation projects, the
largest single CCC project completed in the state was lake of the Pines
Dam, creating Sheridan Lake in the Black Hills. The CCC had a great economic impact on South Dakota, returning an estimated $6.2 million to the
families of workers enrolled in the programj
Among the hundreds of thousands of recruits who joined the CCC was
Claire Patterson, now eighty-two years old and living in Keystone, South
Dakota. The following account is based on an interview conducted at his
home on 23 November 2004, in which he related the story of his personal experiences in the CCC. He has graciously granted permission for its publication here.
I was born in Custer County, South Dakota, in a small town called Folsom on 6 March 1923. When I was very young, my parents moved
from Folsom to the southeastern part of South Dakota, to a small
town called Mission Hill. When I turned seventeen in 1940, I talked
to my parents into letting me join the CCC for three months, although

4. Ibid.; Kenneth E. Hendrickson, fr., "The Civilian Conservation Corps in South Dakota,"
South Dakota History n (Winter ig8o): 5.
5. Hendrickson, "Civilian Conservarion Corps in South Dakota." p. 18; Schell, History of
South Dakota, p. 293; Lyie A. Derscheid, The Civilian Conservation Corps in South Dakota
('93}-^94^) (Brookings: South Dakota State University Foundation Press, 198Ö), pp. 29-30;
Perry H. Merrill, Roosevelt's Forest Army: A History ofthe Civilian Conservation Corps, lg^j1942 (Montpelier, Vt.: By the Author. 1981), pp. 174-75.
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I stayed in the organization longer. My folks had to sign the CCC enrollment papers. I went by train to Sioux Falls and from there, I took
another train to Rapid City. At Rapid City, I boarded a narrow-gauge
railroad line running west. This narrow-gauge line no longer exists, as
with many others once operating in the Black Hills. This railroad was
referred to as the Crouch Line. It was very crooked and weaved around
hills and obstacles. It went through an area now called Johnson Siding. I eventually ended up in a small tovm called Mystic. CCC trucks
were waiting for me and the rest of the one hundred CCC recruits on
the train. Most of us were from eastern South Dakota. We all enlisted
at about the same time. We were driven to a CCC side camp called
Black Fox, supported by the larger Camp Roubaix.
At Black Fox, we lived in tents with wooden floors. The tents were
canvas stretched over a wooden frame. They were quite comfortable,
especially with the raised wooden floors, and able to hold eight men.
These tents were home for us in the camp into the middle of October
1940. We arrived in the side camp in March 1940, near the end of the
month. It was supported and run by the United States Army from Fort
Meade, where our officers and camp doctors came from. For the first

A CCC recruit poses in front of one of the eight-man tents at Black Fox, a side camp
of Camp Roubaix.
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few days in camp, it was if we were in army basic training. We were
given army physicals, shots, clothing, and other supplies.
On the first work day in camp I chopped wood. Within one week, we
were taught how to fight forest fires, especially which tools to use on
the various types and sizes of fires that might break out in the Black
Hills. This amounted to seven to ten days of training, during which we
built a fire line around our camp area, three to four feet wide. This line
was more of a trail than what today is called a firebreak. Later, we were
driven in trucks into the Black Hills to cut firewood, using two-man
crosscut saws and double-edged axes (for trimming the branches off
downed trees). We received considerable instruction on how to safely
swing a double-headed ax, which weighed from three to four pounds.
When we carried this ax to and from our work sites, the edges were
covered with a rubber protector.
The people who were training us were recruited from the local area
of the Black Hills and served as our camp foremen. There were usually sbi foremen assigned to each camp. Each assigned foreman took
out his own work detail into the surrounding area. In a CCC camp of
approximately two hundred men, work groups consisted of twenty to
thirty men. With a work group of twenty men, only one truck was
needed to haul men to the work site and back to camp. On one such
detail I was on, we had a force of six to eight men assigned to build
water troughs for cattle feeding in the forest areas during spring,
summer, and into the eariy fall. We would locate a large dead and dry
tree, approximately thirty inches in diameter, cut it down, and then
cut it into a workable length of six to eight feet. Two of us began working, standing back to back, using a fiat-bladed ax to flatten one side of
the log for stability so it could be positioned on the ground when completed and not roll or move when filled with water. Once this was finished, we rolled the log onto the fiat side, allowing us to begin to hollow out the top side of the log. Again, we worked back to back, moving
from the center to the end of the log, hollowing it out to form a water
trough. This process usually took us from two to three days. We constructed these troughs close to a natural spring. We would run a metal
pipe downhill from the water source to the water trough. This would
fill up the wooden trough, allowing cattle to drink when grazing on
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government land. Early in November, we would return to these natural springs, disconnect the metal water-feed pipe, and roll the trough
over onto small support logs to keep it off the ground and prevent water from freezing inside during the winter, which could crack the
wood. For me. this was one of the most interesting projects I worked
on while in the CCC.
One of the other primary projects we worked on was large-scale tree
planting in areas that had been burned by fire or damaged due to erosion. In the fall of 1940,1 was one of sixty to seventy men assigned to
one area, moving in one line, planting young trees. We planted Douglas Fir trees, which are not native to the Black Hills, but were planted
as an experiment in reforestation. We used the "slip" method to plant
trees. We each carried a canvas water bag with the top cut off to hold
the Douglas Fir plantings. The trees came in bundles of one hundred,
six to eight inches tall. The slip method required us to use a threeinch-wide ax spade, which we drove into the ground, pulling the handle back to create a space to drop in one of the Douglas Fir trees. Withdrawing the ax and using the heel of our boot, we stomped the tree
into a vertical position. We then moved on to the next tree spot and repeated the process. We planted Douglas Fir trees for approximately
two months. With sixty to seventy of us planting an average of five
hundred trees a day, we estimated a total of thirty-five thousand each
On another project, during the winter, we thinned trees to promote
strong, healthy growth and reduce fire danger during hot and dry
weather. We were taught how to go into a thick stand of trees and use
proper techniques to thin them to the correct number of healthy trees
per 125 square feet in order to maximize straight growth. We each
took an area and moved three steps forward and three steps to either
side, with the goal of clearing an area of approximately 125 square feet.
No matter what size the tree, if it had a crotch, the tree was cut down.
If it had a dead spike top, it was cut down. The remaining trees selected not to be cut had to be perfectly healthy. The trees we had cut
6, According to the United States Forest Service office in Spearfish, the area of this experimental Douglas Fir tree planting was located north of Wren Flats.offNemoroad. Today, the
trees are healthy and add variety to the native tree species of the Black Hills.
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down were further cut to manageable lengths, hauled to a centralized
location, and stacked in a teepee arrangement, ready to be burned
once sufficient snow had fallen in the winter to keep fire from spreading to standing trees. I spent many days in the winter burning these
slash piles.
We stayed at the side camp until 15 October 1940, moving into the
main camp at Roubaix for winter operations. At this camp, we lived in
permanent wooden barracks, with electricity and stoves for heat. Each
building was heated by two square metal stoves, with a slide-opening
top for the wood, one at each end of the barracks. On a rotating basis,
two men in each barracks were assigned to keep the fires going at
night or when we were in camp during cold weather. There was no
running water in the barracks, so if the temperature did fall below
freezing, there was no damage. The shower and lavatory was in a separate building and continuously heated by wood stoves. Everything in
the camp was fueled by wood.
We were issued clothes while assigned to the CCC. One set of
clothes was similar to the United States Army's tan uniforms. For the
winter and cold weather, we had heavy jackets, shirts, and wool caps
with pull-down ear flaps for protection against high wind chills when
working outside. We wore blue denims on work details, and, when
back in camp, we took a shower and changed into the tan uniforms.
We wore black scarves for ties and stood inspection, followed by the
day's retreat ceremony. We then marched into the mess hall—the tan
uniform with the black scarf was our admission. We had good food
while in the CCC.
Some of those in the camp were either selected or volunteered to be
cooks, serving for two to three months as assistants under the primary
cooks. I volunteered for this duty. While we were on cooking detail, we
worked three days with two days off, worked two days and three days
off, with every other weekend getting three days off. I eventually
ended up as a cook, first class, in the CCC, referred to as a "45," meaning I received forty-five dollars per month. Initially, I was a "36," receiving thirty-six dollars per month, an increase in my pay of six dollars per month. Because we had to send twenty-five dollars home each
month, money was always in short supply and had to be stretched as
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These CCC recruits at Camp Roubaix sport the tan uniforms and black scarves required for admittance to the camp dining hall.

far as possible. Because the CCC provided all our basic needs, it was
not too difficult for me to stay within the limited funds each month,
and the raise while on cooking detail helped. Almost everyone in the
camp was into smoking during their free time, including me. However, we could not afford prepackaged cigarettes. We would go to the
camp store and buy a carton of Btill Durham, containing twenty to
twenty-four tobacco pouches for one dollar. We then rolled our own
cigarettes.
When I was working as a cook, we served a lot of hamburger, which
we ground from hindquarters of beef. The meat was stored in a large
walk-in cooler along with other fresh food items requiring refrigeration, due to the bulk nature of the food supplies needed to feed all
those in camp three meals each day. All the meat was delivered in
quarter sections, which we cut to meet that day's requirements. For
two meals (lunch and supper) each day, we served mashed potatoes.
As one might estimate, we went through large quantities of potatoes
every week, which had to be peeled, cleaned, boiled, and mashed.
Meals served for lunch and supper would include a salad and some
type of dessert—canned fruit or ice cream. We did not have a cafete-
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ria-style setup but one that can best be described as family-style eating. For family style, all the food would be set on each table. Our mess
helpers would set up the table first, with each plate positioned upside
down, coffee cup on top of the plate, and silverware on either side.
The cooks would dish up large bowls of beef, potatoes, gravy, salad,
and fruit, (if ice cream was not going to be served) from large one-gallon tin cans, which the mess helpers placed on each table. Every table
had to be set up completely before the camp members were allowed to
march inside and be fed.
After all the tables were set with food, the camp's CCC personnel
would march into the mess hall with groups of eight assigned to a
specific table, taking position behind the long bench on that side of
the table. The mess sergeant blew his whistle and everyone sat down,
turning over their plates, and filling them from the food in the bowls.
When one of the serving bowls was empty, someone at the table
would hold up the empty bowl so one of the mess helpers could retrieve it and take it to the kitchen to be filled and brought back to the
table. After a long workday, those in the mess hall had a large appetite.

Od\i i^atterson and his fellow cooks prepared meals for hungry CCC workers here
in the main kitchen at Camp Roubaix,
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If we served ice cream, no fruit was served and we waited until the tables were cleared by the mess helpers, leaving a spoon for each man
on the table. A mess helper pushed a wheeled cart with piles of bowls,
passing out eight per table, followed by others with ice cream, in paper containers, from which two scoops were dished into each bowl.
For breakfast, we had individual boxes of cereal, one set at each
plate, vvith a bowl on top of the plate and a one pint glass bottle of milk
that had a cardboard pull opening cap. Quite often, instead of cold cereal, we served hot oatmeal from large serving bowls on the table,
along with a pint glass bottle of milk. Later in mess hall operations, we
set up a cafeteria-style serving operation, with aluminum trays and silverware picked up by each person going through the serving line.
Mess helpers dished out individual servings of food onto the tray, receiving various food items as the person moved down or through the
serving line. We began this serving style in October 1941. Someone always wanted an extra serving, used to the previous family-style dining
we used.
In 1940, we were tasked to build a forest-fire lookout tower at the
top of Flag Mountain. This was a going to be a difficult construction
project because the closest we could haul building materials up the
mountain, because of the steep grade, was two hundred to three hundred feet. The lookout tower's lower base was built out of local stone,
cut on location. The top part of the tower was built of wood. Our CCC
engineers designed, and we built, a simple but efficient delivery system to move materials the remaining distance up to the top of the
mountain, the two to three hundred feet up the steepest part of the
grade. The rock cutters prepared the stones to the required size below
the final tower site, as determined by the engineers for a specific section of the tower's base. The cut stone was loaded into a metal bucket,
two to two-and-one-half feet in diameter. The metal bucket was attached to a steel cable from the work preparation area to the tower's
construction location. The bucket could hold up to one hundred
pounds. A pulley was attached to a tree at the lower part of the slope
and to the framework of the tower above. Two of us were assigned to
put on leather harnesses, which each had a small steel cable leading to
the larger cable. At the top of the grade, after placing tension on the
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Featuring a stone base and wood top, the Forest Service fire lookout tower on Lookout Mountain was completed by CCC workers in

1942.

harness lines, we walked downhill, pulling the loaded bucket to the
top. If there was stone in the bucket, it woxild be taken out, unloaded,
and a flagman would signal us to walk back up the hill, allowing the
empty bucket to go back down the slope to be reloaded. This process
was repeated over and over to move the cut stone to the tower construction site, as well as sand and mortar mix to cement the stones.
The cement was mixed at the top of the grade. This method was the
only efficient way to move the cut stone, sand, and mortar to the top of
the mountain, where the lookout tower was located near what became
Deerfield Lake. At that time, the lake was part of the master construction plans for the Black Hills, with construction of a dam planned
later. Lumber was carried to the top of the hill to finish the lookout
tower. The lookout tower no longer remains, but it was a project I
vividly remember.
In late October 1941, we moved out of Camp Roubaix to Camp
Galena, whose real CCC name was Park Creek. Once into camp, our
purpose was to dismantle it for closure. By December 1941, employment opportunities in the United States were more plentiful as the
country created jobs for war industries supporting Lend Lease, as well
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as increased orders for rearmament of America's military.? It was only
considered a matter of time before the United States entered the war
in Europe against Germany and Italy, on the side of England.
In some areas, such as South Dakota, jobs were still scarce because
it took time for the trickle-down effect to get into the state. It was picking up, although, according to letters from my parents. I was assigned
to dispose of excess kitchen equipment in the camp and telephoned
Fort Meade to determine if they were interested. They agreed to receive the equipment. I still had to maintain meals at this camp, so
equipment had to be shipped out in our CCC trucks in phases. 1 was
cooking on Sunday morning, 7 December 1941, when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. We had a small portable radio and were listening
to music when a flash bulletin came on announcing that the Japanese
had attacked. I did not know where Pearl Harbor was located. Someone finally told me it was in Hawaii, in the Pacific west of California,
and that it was a large United States Navy installation.
It did not take long for a military detachment from Fort Meade to
come into the camp to start giving us close-order military drill and
other instructions. We found out the United States Army was getting
ready to transfer the CCC members in the camp into the army. I
grabbed my hat and told them I was done with the CCC and wanted to
be discharged, which was my right under the enlistment terms, since
I had served my initial enlistment. I was able to get a ride in one of the
remaining CCC trucks to Rapid City. In Rapid City, I was given an
honorable discharge from the CCC and a one-way train ticket home. I
got off the train at Yankton, and then people gave me rides into Mission Hill. This ended my experience with the CCC in South Dakota, a
part of my life I remember very well.
7. The Lend-Lease program, authorized in March 1941, allowed the United States to supply the Allied Powers with war material without participating in the war direcdy.
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